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THE STRATEGIC 
THINKING 
PROCESS  

For Professional and 
Organizational Development 

Are you frustrated with your       
attempts to solve the problems that 

plague your organization?  

Do you want to lead your              
organization to higher levels of 
performance, but aren’t sure 

where to start and how to make it 
happen? 

Who Should Attend? 

Executives who are too busy working in the 
business, and want to step back and 
spend quality time working on their 
business. 

Military Leaders who want to build a        
synchronized strategic plan to guide 
their efforts. 

Change Managers and those charged with 
implementing significant changes within 
their organization. 

Fall 2008 
 

Week 1 Module 1  

Sept 22— 25 

 

Week 2 Module 2 & 3  

October 6– 9  

  
$7,500 / civilian 

$5,000 / military personnel 

 

To register contact  

The Frehn Center 

(717) 477-1430 

FrehnCenter@ship.edu 

THE STRATEGIC 
THINKING PROCESS  

Shippensburg University 

Sponsored by:   



Prior to the Workshop, participants must  

select the subject for their own individual 
work. Throughout the Program you will  

apply the elements of the model you are 
learning to your subject matter.  By the end 
of the Workshop you will have a full analysis 
and a detailed tactical plan to implement the 

solutions you have developed. 

 

    

    

Module 1Module 1Module 1Module 1    
Understanding Existing IssuesUnderstanding Existing IssuesUnderstanding Existing IssuesUnderstanding Existing Issues    

• Why won’t these problems go away? 

• Why can’t we get consensus on solutions? 

• Do we have erroneous assumptions that keep these 

problems alive? 

• What are the cause-effect relationships between the 

problems? 

• Where is there a “leverage point” that we could get a 

significant impact from solving? 
 
 

Module 2Module 2Module 2Module 2    
Developing SolutionsDeveloping SolutionsDeveloping SolutionsDeveloping Solutions    

• Generating breakthrough solutions by invalidating        

assumptions. 

• Testing that the solutions will generate the positive 

changes you are looking for. 

• Testing that the solutions don’t generate negative   

side-effects. 

  
Module 3Module 3Module 3Module 3    
Creating The Implementation PlanCreating The Implementation PlanCreating The Implementation PlanCreating The Implementation Plan    

• Identify obstacles and intermediaries to                 

implementation success. 

• Turn negatives into positives. 

• Generate a logical, detailed roadmap for    

achieving your goal, complete with elements 
that address both the technical and cultural 
aspects of the changes. 

305 John L. Grove   

College of Business 

1871 Old Main Drive  

Shippensburg University 

Shippensburg, PA 17257 

Phone: 717-477-1430 

Fax: 717-477-4061 

E-mail: FrehnCenter@ship.edu 

 

The Strategic Thinking Process has evolved from the 
work of acclaimed business guru Eli Goldratt,    
creator of The Theory of Constraints (TOC).  In 
this 8 Day Workshop you will learn the process and 
tools that he used to develop and implement     
breakthrough solutions with clients around the 
world.  

The Thinking Process Model gives you the ability to 
analyze and understand the various issues your 

organization is facing, and, more 
importantly, to uncover the       
interdependent connections that 
exist between those issues.   With 
this insight, and with the TP toolkit, 
you will have the skill to generate 
powerful solutions that you have 
never previously considered.   And 
finally, the Model includes a set of 
processes that lead to the           
construction of a robust roadmap to 
implementing the changes that you 
are initiating. 

The Thinking Process Program isn’t for dealing with 
isolated problems.  Eli Goldratt developed the TP to 
solve systemic problems. At the system level,      
dramatic improvements require dramatic changes.  
Sustainable change evolves from developing well 
thought out solutions, and building a viable,       
cohesive, believable plan to implement them. 

This workshop delivers learning through lecture, 
individual work on your own subject matter, and 
group reviews of the participants’ efforts.  

 

 

Upon successful completion of the course, 
attendees will receive a Thinking Process 
Certificate of Recognition from the Theory 
of Constraints International Certification 
Organization (TOCICO). Additionally,     
attendees will have fulfilled Phase I           
requirements for becoming a TOCICO      
Certified Thinking Process Practitioner.  

Developing the Ability To Identify Core 
Problems, Generate Breakthrough 

Solutions and Build Robust, Powerful 
Management Strategies 

JUDY 
YET-
TER is 
certi-
fied in 
The 
Theory 
of 
Con-

straints and its Thinking Processes with extensive       experi-
ence implementing whole-systems        improvement proc-
esses. Judy’s experience as an educator, ecolo-
gist and business manager       provides those 
she facilitates with  uncommon insight em-
powering them to generate robust solu- tions.  
Judy currently serves on the board of Earth 
Rights Institute,  provides organizational and 
executive coaching services and is the       Direc-
tor of the Frehn Center for Professional Devel-
opment at Shippensburg University.  Her 
consulting   specialties include: Theory of 
Constraints (TOC) Thinking Process, TOC Process Improve-
ment Applications, Team Building and Strategic Planning 

 

21441 Iverson Avenue N 

Forest Lake , MN 55025 

Phone: 416-503-0006 

Fax: 416-503-8339 

E-mail: info@afinitus.com 

 
 

Session Leaders 

 

ELAINE FROST has been facilitating Thinking Process 
Workshops around the world for over 10 years.  
She has seen countless executives and managers 
gain new insights and invigorated enthusiasm for 
implementing change through their learning of 
the Thinking Process Model.   She believes that 
giving people the tools to do this work at any time 
in the future is the key to ongoing performance 
improvements.  Elaine received her MBA from 
the Ivey School of Management in 1976, and has 
held Senior Management positions in  Finance, 
Marketing and Sales in major North American corporations.   
Elaine is a Jonah’s Jonah and a Founding Member of the 
TOCICO  

Sponsored by:  www.ScienceofBusiness.com  


